Do WorkersWorkMoreif Wages Are High?Evidencefroma
RandomizedFieldExperiment
By ERNSTFEHRANDLORENZGOETTE*
Most previous studies on intertemporallabor supplyfound very small or insignificant substitutioneffects. It is possible that these results are due to constraints on
workers' labor supplychoices. Weconductedafield experimentin a setting in which
workerswerefree to choose hours workedand effortper hour. Wedocumenta large
positive elasticity of overall labor supply and an even larger elasticity of hours,
which implies that the elasticity of effort per hour is negative. We examine two
candidate models to explain these findings: a modified neoclassical model with
preference spillovers across periods, and a model with reference dependent, lossaverse preferences. Withthe help of a further experiment,we can show that only
loss-averse individualsexhibita negative effort response to the wage increase. (JEL
J22, J31)

The intertemporalsubstitutionof labor supply has far-reachingimplications for the interpretation of important phenomena. If, for
example, the intertemporalsubstitutionof labor
supply is high, one may interpretthe large variations in employment duringbusiness cycles as
voluntary choices by the workers rather than
involuntary layoffs. Intertemporalsubstitution
also plays a crucial role in the propagationof
shocks across periods (David Romer 1996;
Robert G. King and Sergio Rebelo 1999). Previous studies have found little evidence for intertemporalsubstitutionof labor. The estimated
elasticities are often small and statistically insignificant, and sometimes even negative (see,
e.g., N. GregoryMankiw, Julio Rotemberg,and
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Lawrence Summers 1985; John Pencavel 1986;
Joseph Altonji 1986; Richard Blundell 1994;
David Card 1994; Blundell and ThomasE. MaCurdy 1999).1
The low estimates of intertemporalsubstitution are difficult to interpret,however, because
of serious limitationsin the available data. The
life-cycle model of labor supply predicts intertemporal substitutionwith regard to transitory
wage changes or wage changes the workers
anticipate. Yet, the typical wage changes are
not transitory;hence, they are associated with
significantincome effects. In addition,it seems
almost impossible to infer reliably from existing
data whether the workers anticipatedthe wage
change. Furthermore,serious endogeneityproblems arise, as both supply and demand conditions determine wages.2 Thus, the typically
available data require many auxiliary assumptions when testing the life-cycle model of labor
supply.
Anotherissue arisesif labormarketsare characterizedby a significantamountof job rationing
1 After reviewing a sizeable part of the literature,Card
(1994) concludes, for instance, that the "very small magnitude of the estimatedintertemporalsubstitutionelasticities"
can account for only a tiny fraction of the large personspecific, year-to-yearchanges in labor supply.
2 Gerald
Oettinger(1999) shows that if one neglects the
endogeneity of wage changes, estimates of labor supply
elasticities are severely downward-biased.
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or otherconstraintson workers'labor supply.In
fact, there is strong evidence suggesting that
workersare not free to set their working hours
(John C. Ham 1982; ShulamitKahn and Kevin
Lang 1991; William T. Dickens and Shelly
Lundberg1993), renderingthe identificationof
the source of small intertemporalsubstitution
effects difficult, even if the problemsmentioned
above could be solved. A small intertemporal
substitutioneffect could be due to these constraints, or it could be that the behavioral assumptions behind the life-cycle model are
wrong. Indeed, Colin F. Camereret al. (1997)
put forward the view that New York City cab
drivers' daily labor supply is driven by nonstandard,reference dependent preferences that
exhibit loss aversion around a target income
level. This view has recently been called into
question by Henry S. Farber(2004, 2005).
In this paper,we use an ideal datasetto study
workers' responses to transitorywage changes.
We conducted a randomized field experiment
at a bicycle messenger service in Zurich, Switzerland. The bicycle messengers receive no
fixed-pay component and are paid solely on
commission. We have precise informationfor
all the workers on the number of shifts they
work and the revenuesthey generateper shift. A
shift always comprises five hours, and workers
in our sample worked at most one shift per day.
A key feature of our experiment is the implementation of an exogenous and transitory increase of 25 percent in the commission rate.
Therefore,we can be sure that unobservedsupply or demand variations did not induce the
change in the commission rate (i.e., the "wage"
change). Each participant in the experiment
knew ex ante the precisedurationand size of the
wage increase. Since the wage was increased
only duringfour weeks, its impact on the workers' lifetime wealth is negligible.
In the firm under study, the messengers can
freely choose how many shifts (hours) they
work and how much effort they exert (to generaterevenues). This means thatour setting also
provides an ideal environmentfor studying the
behavioral foundations of labor supply. In our
context, the absence of intertemporalsubstitution effects cannot be attributedto institutional
constraints on labor supply. The exogenous
change in the commission rate raises the returns
from both the number of shifts and effort per
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shift. In contrast to earlier studies (Oettinger
1999; Camerer et al. 1997; Yuan K. Chou
2002), we have the unique opportunityof studying how hours and effort respond to the wage
increase and how overall labor supply (i.e., the
number of hours times the effort per hour) is
affected.
Our experimentalresults show that the wage
increase caused a large increase in overall labor
supply. Our estimate of the intertemporalelasticity of substitutionwith regardto overall labor
supply is between 1.12 and 1.25. This large
effect is exclusively driven by the increase in
the number of hours worked. In fact, the elasticity of hours worked with regardto the wage
is higher than the elasticity of overall labor
supply. The elasticity of hours is between 1.34
and 1.50, considerablyhigherthan that found in
previous studies. For example, Oettinger(1999)
investigates how stadium vendors adjust their
labor supply to changes in expected wages. He
uses a set of ex ante predictorsof game attendance, which are strongly related to the hourly
wages of stadium vendors. His estimated elasticities range from 0.53 to 0.64.
The fact that the elasticity of hours (shifts)
worked is larger than the overall labor supply
elasticity suggests that the effort per hour decreased in response to the wage increase. And
indeed, a detailed analysis indicates that effort
per shift decreased by roughly 6 percent in
response to the wage increase, which implies a
wage elasticity of effort per shift of -0.24.
These results confirm the nonexperimentalevidence in previous studies of intertemporallabor
substitution based on samples where workers
were largely unconstrainedin choosing hours
and effort. Camerer et al. (1997) and Chou
(2002) examined how cabdrivers,after having
decided to work on a given day, vary their daily
working time (which is a good proxy for daily
effort) in response to wage variations. Both
studies report that workers work fewer hours
(provide less effort) on high-wage days, indicating a negative effort elasticity. Interpreting
this evidence is difficult, however, as pointed
out by Goette, David Huffman,and Fehr (2004)
and Farber (2004, 2005). One problem is that
the source of the variationin cabdrivers'wages
is not completely clear. If, for example, there
are common supply-side shocks (e.g., most
drivers prefer not working on the Fourth of
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July), then the supply of cabdriverhours will be
small on these days and the ensuing wage will
be high. As a result, there will be a negative
correlationbetween wages and hours, although
all individualshave neoclassical time-separable
preferences. A second concern is a possible
selection effect: higher wages may induce cabdriversto work a few hours on days when they
otherwise would not have worked. Such an effect may generate a negative correlation between daily wages and daily hours,even though
all individuals behave exactly as the standard
model predicts. Our results, however, are immune to both criticisms;thatis, the reductionin
effort observed in our data questions the standard neoclassical model with time-separable
preferences. After all, the rise in the commission rate provides strong economic incentives
for working more hours and for workingharder
during those hours.
We provide two reasonableextensions of the
standardmodel that can, in principle, explain a
negative effort elasticity. In the theory part of
our paper,we show that a neoclassical model, in
which last period's effort raises this period's
marginal disutility of effort, is consistent with
our evidence-workers who work in more periods may rationallydecide to reduce effort per
period. We also show that a rational choice
model, with reference dependent preferences
exhibiting loss aversion around the reference
point (Goette, Huffman, and Fehr 2004), is also
able to explain the evidence. The intuition behind this model is that workerswith loss-averse
preferences have a daily reference income
level.3 Daily incomes below the referencelevel
are experienced as a "loss" and the marginal
utility of income is large in the loss domain. In
contrast, the marginal utility of income at and
above the reference level decreases discontinuously to a lower level. Workers who temporarily earn higher wages are more likely to
exceed the reference income level, hence, reducing their marginal utility of income and ultimatelyinducingthem to provideless effort per
shift. At the same time, however, workerswith
higher wages have a higher overall utility from

3 Chip Heath, Richard Larrick, and George Wu (1999)
provide evidence that goals often serve the function of a
reference point.
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working a shift, so that they can more easily
cover the fixed costs of getting to work. Hence,
they are likely to work more shifts.
There are thus two competing theorieswhich
are consistentwith the facts. In orderto discriminate between the two theories, we conducted
anotherexperimentbased on the idea that loss
aversion is a personalitytrait which affects behavior across several domains (Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky 2000; Simon Gaechter,
Andreas Herrmann,and Eric Johnson2005). In
this experiment, we measured the individual
worker's loss aversion in lottery choices. We
then used these measures to examine whether
the negative responseof effort per shift is due to
the existence of loss-averse workers.We indeed
find that the degree of a worker's loss aversion
contributes significantly to the negative effort
elasticity. Moreover, it turns out that workers
who do not show loss aversion in the lottery
choices also do not have a significantlynegative
elasticity. Only workers with loss aversion reduce effort per shift significantly when paid a
high wage.
Thus, the result of our second experiment
favors the model with referencedependentpreferences over the neoclassical model with "disutility spillovers"across periods. Of course, the
evidence from the second experimentis not the
ultimate arbitrator,but it suggests that future
work should not disregard the loss aversion
model because it could contribute to a deeper
understandingof effort choices. At the same
time, we should also point out that one-thirdof
the workers in our sample did not exhibit loss
aversion and a negative effort elasticity. Thus,
future work should take the possibility of heterogeneous preferences more seriously. In addition, the results of our first experiment
unambiguously show that whatever behavioral
forces worked against the intertemporalsubstitution of labor, they were apparentlynot capable of generating a negative elasticity of the
overall labor supply. The behavioralforces that
worked in favor of intertemporalsubstitution
outweighed any opposing forces.
The remainderof this paper is structuredas
follows. Section I describes the institutionalenvironment and the details of the field experiment. Section II discusses the implications of
different models of labor supply. Section III
reports the results from the field experiment.
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We first reportthe impact of the wage increase
on overall labor supply and then discuss how
shifts responded. Finally, we present the evidence on how the wage increase affected the
effort per shift. This section also describes the
follow-up experiment and discusses the link
between individual loss aversion and workers'
effort responses. Section IV concludes the
paper.
I. ExperimentalSetup
Our study is based on the delivery recordsof
two Swiss messenger services, Veloblitz and
Flash Delivery Services (henceforth "Flash"),
which are located in Zurich.Each firm employs
between 50 and 60 bicycle messengers. The
available records contain information about
when a messenger workeda shift, all deliveries
he conducted during a shift, and the price of
each delivery. Thus, we know which messengers worked a shift and how much revenue was
generated during the shift for each day in the
observationperiod. We first describe the organization of work at a bicycle messenger service
and then present our experimentin more detail.
A. Workat a Messenger Service
Unless pointed out below explicitly, the arrangementsare the same for the two messenger
services, Veloblitz and Flash. When a potential
worker applies for a job with one of the messenger services, an experiencedmessengerevaluates him or her with respect to fitness,
knowledge of locations, names of streets, courtesy, and skill handling the CB radio. Once
acceptedas an employee, messengers can freely
choose how many five-hour shifts they will
work during a week. There are about 30 shifts
available at Veloblitz and about 22 at Flash on
each workday (Mondayto Friday).In principle,
messengers could work more than one shift per
day, but none of them chose to do so duringthe
experimentor in the months prior to the experiment. The shifts are displayed on a shift plan
for every calendar week at the messenger service's office. There are two types of shifts,
called "fixed"and "sign up." A "sign-up"shift
simply means that a shift is vacant at a particular time. Any messenger can sign up to work
that shift (e.g., on Wednesday from 8 a.m. to
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1 p.m.). If a messenger commits to a "fixed"
shift, he has to work that shift every week. For
example, if a messenger chooses Wednesday
from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. as a fixed shift, he will
have to fill that shift every Wednesday for at
least six months. Thus, fixed shifts representa
commitmentof several months and can be cancelled only with at least four weeks notice.
Roughly two-thirdsof the shifts are fixed. It is
also importantto note that the number and the
allocation of fixed shifts across messengers remained the same during the entire experiment.
The company refused to change the fixed shifts
just because of the experiment. All shifts that
are not fixed are availableto any messenger.All
workersparticipatingin our study worked both
fixed and variable shifts.
Two furtheritems are worthmentioning.First,
there is no minimum number of shifts that the
messengers have to work at either messenger
service. Second, both messenger services found
filling the available shifts difficult. There is almost always at least one unfilled shift and, on
average, almost three shifts per day remain unfilled. For example, duringthe periodbefore the
experiment, from September 1999 to August
2000, approximately60 shifts remainedunfilled
every month. This implies that messengers are
unlikely to be rationedin the choice of shifts.
Messengers receive no fixed wage. Their
earningsare given solely as a fixed percentagew
of their daily revenues. Hence, if a messenger
carries out deliveries that generate revenues r
duringhis shift, his earningson that day will be
wr. An importantfeature of the work environment concerns the fact that messengers have
substantialdiscretion about how much effort to
provideduringa shift. They stay in contact with
the dispatcher at the messenger service office
only through CB radio. In order to assign a
delivery, say, from location A to location B, the
dispatcherwill contact the messenger whom he
thinksis closest to A to pick up the delivery. All
messengers can listen in on the radio. If they
believe that they are closer to A than the messenger originallycontacted,they can get back to
the dispatcherand say so and will then be assigned that delivery. Conversely, if the messenger does not want to carryout the delivery from
location A to location B, he may not respondto
the call. Messengers have, therefore, several
means of increasing the number of deliveries
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they complete. They can ride at higher speed,
follow the radio more actively, or find the shortest possible way to carry out a delivery.
Thus, work at a bicycle messenger service
closely approximatesa model where individuals
are unconstrainedin choosing how many shifts
(hours)to work and how hardto work (i.e., how
many deliveries to complete during a shift).
B. The ExperimentalDesign
In orderto evaluate the labor supply effect of
a temporary wage increase, we randomly assigned those Veloblitz messengers who were
willing to participate in the experiment to a
treatmentand a control group, and we implemented a fully anticipatedtemporaryincreasein
the commission rate by roughly 25 percent for
the treatmentgroup. The commission rate for
men in the treatment group was temporarily
increased from w = 0.39 to w = 0.49 and the
rate for women was temporarilyincreasedfrom
w = 0.44 to w = 0.54. The additionalearnings
for the messengers were financedby the Swiss
National Science Foundation.
In order to participatein the experiment, all
messengers had to complete a questionnaireat
the beginning and end of each experimental
period. The messengers were informed that a
failure to complete all questionnaires meant
they would not receive the additionalearnings
from the experiment. All messengers who finished the first questionnaire also filled in the
remaining questionnaires.4Thus, the group of
messengers who participatedin the experiment
was constant during the entire experiment,i.e.,
there was no attrition. Randomization into a
treatmentand a control group was achieved by
randomly allocating the participating messengers into a group A and a group B. The randomization was based on the administrative
codes thatthe messenger service uses to identify
a messenger in its accounting system. All messengers at Veloblitz were assigned a number
depending on the date when they startedwork4 The
messengers at Veloblitz who did not participatein
the experimentwere almost exclusively workers who were
already quite detached from the company or who were on
probationary shifts. The "detached" workers typically
worked roughly one shift per week during the experiment
and the months prior to the experiment.
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ing for the company. The first messenger who
workedat Veloblitz was assigned the number1,
the second 2, and so forth. The participating
messengers with odd numberswere assigned to
groupA and participatingmessengerswith even
numbersto group B.
The messengers did not know that the purpose of the experiment was the study of labor
supply behavior, nor did they realize that we
received the full (anonymous) records of each
messenger containing the number of shifts and
the numberof deliveries completed. If pressed,
we told the participantsthat we wanted to study
the relationbetween wages and job satisfaction.
The purpose of our study was credible because
the questionnairescontained several questions
related to job satisfaction.5
For group A, we implemented a 25-percent
increase in the commission rate duringthe four
weeks in September 2000. The messengers in
groupB were paid theirnormalcommissionrate
during this time period so that they could be
used as a control group. In contrast, only the
individuals in group B received a 25-percent
increase in the commission rate duringthe four
weeks in November 2000, while the members
of group A received their normal commission
rate and therefore served as a control group.
Thus, a key feature of our experiment is that
there were two experimentalperiods that lasted
for four weeks and both group A and group B
served as a treatmentand a control groupin one
of the two experimentalperiods.This feature,in
combinationwith our participationrule, implies
that our design is perfectly balanced duringthe
two treatmentperiods. Therefore, the point estimate of the treatmenteffect is completely independent of individualheterogeneity between
our subjects. We will include messenger fixed
effects in most of the analysis, however, to
reduce the estimated standarderrors.

5 These featuresof the experimentensurethatour results
cannot be affected by the Hawthorneeffect. The Hawthorne
effect means that subjects behave differently just because
they know that the experimentersobserve their behavior.
Yet, our subjects did not know that we could observe their
behaviorduringthe wage increase. Moreover,since both the
treatmentgroup and the control group arepartof the overall
experiment, and since our key results rely on the comparison between these groups, we control for a potential Hawthorne effect.
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Our experimentthus enables us to provide a
very clean isolation of the impact of the temporary wage increase. If, for example, the implementedwage change increaseslabor supply, we
should observe this increaseboth in the firstand
the second experimentalperiod. In the first experimental period, the members of group A
(who receive the higher wage in this period)
should exhibit a larger labor supply than the
members of group B, while the reverse should
be true in the second experimental periodmembers of group B (who receive the higher
wage in this period) should supply more labor.
Our experimental design also enables us to
control for the income effect of the wage increase, i.e., we can identifythe pure substitution
effect for the participatingmessengers. We announced the experiment in the last week of
August 2000 and all additional earnings from
the experiment-regardless of whether subjects
were members of group A or group B-were
paid out after the end of the second experimental period in December 2000.6 Thus, the budget
constraintfor both groups of participatingmessengers was affected in the same way. Due to
the randomizationof the participatingmessengers into groups A and B, the income effect
cancels out if we identifythe treatmenteffect by
comparing the labor supply of the control and
treatmentgroups.
As demand for delivery services varies from
day to day and from monthto month, it is useful
to control for time effects. The available information about Flash enables us to identify possible time effects across treatment periods
because both Veloblitz and Flash operatein the
same market. There is a strong correlationbetween the total daily revenues at Veloblitz and
Flash. When we compute the raw correlation
between total revenues at the two firmsover the
two experimental periods plus the four weeks
priorto the experiment,we find a correlationof
0.56 (Breusch-Pagan 2(1) = 18.93, p < 0.01,

6 In the time period between the announcementof the
experimentand the beginning of the first treatmentperiod,
no new regularworkers arrivedat Veloblitz. Only workers
who worked on probationaryshifts arrivedduringthis time
period, and they were not allowed to participate in the
experimentbecause they often leave the firm after a short
time and lack the necessary skills. Including them in the
experimentwould have createdthe risk of attritionbias.
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N = 60 days). Even afterremoving daily effects
from both series, the correlation is still 0.46
= 13.16, p < 0.01, N =
(Breusch-Pagan
)2(1) that the revenues at the
60 days). This shows
two firms are highly correlated,even over such
a short time horizon.7
We believe that our experimentrepresentsa
useful innovation to the existing literaturefor
several reasons. First, it implements a fully anticipated, temporary, and exogenous variation
in the (output-based)wage rates of the messengers, which is key for studying the intertemporal substitutionof labor.The experimentalwage
increase was large and provides a clear incentive for increasing labor supply. Moreover, the
participatingmessengers are experienced, and
daily fluctuationsin their earningsare common.
Hence, we experimentally implement a wage
change in an otherwise familiar environment.
Second, the data we obtained from Veloblitz
allow us to study two dimensions of labor supply: hours as measuredby the numberof shifts,
and effort as measured by the revenues generated per shift or the number of deliveries per
shift. No other study that we are aware of can
look at these two dimensions simultaneously.
Third, we can combine the datasetwith the full
records from a second messenger service operating in the same market.This will prove useful
for investigating any effect that the experiment
might have had on the nonparticipatingmessengers at Veloblitz, and helps to control for demand variationsover time.
II. Predictions
In this subsection,we derivepredictionsabout
labor supply behavior in our experiment. We
use two types of models: neoclassical models
and a model of referencedependentutility with
loss-averse workers. In view of our results, we
are particularly interested in the question of
which kind of model is capable of predictingan
increasein shifts (hours)workedand a decrease
in effort per shift.
7 If we add the
eight months priorto the experiment,we
find a correlationof about 0.75. To check the robustnessof
our results, we also include-in some of our regressionsthe nonparticipatingmessengers at Veloblitz in the nonexperimentalcomparison group that is used to identify time
effects.
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in termsof themaximization
of a staticone-period
thatis linearinincome.9
Thisstatic
utilityfunction
utilityfunctioncanbe writtenas

In this subsection,we integratethe institutional settingat our messengerserviceinto a
(3)
v(e,, x,) = Awe, - g(e,, x,),
canonicalmodelof intertemporal
maxiutility
mizationwithtime-separable
utility.We define where
x,) is strictlyconvexin e, andmeag(et,
therelevanttimeperiodto be oneday.Consider suresthe
discounted
disutilityof effort,x, captures
an individualwho maximizeslifetimeutility
exogenousshiftsin thedisutilityof effort,Ameasuresthemarginal
utilityof life-timewealth,and
T
w, representsthe discountedwage in periodt.
canbe interpreted
as the discounted
Thus,
(1)
e,, x,),
Uo = I8'u(c,,
of incomearisingfromeffortin periodt.10
t=O
utilityAwte,
Workerswho choose effortaccordingto (3)
increasein
respondto an anticipated
temporary
where8 < 1 denotesthe discountfactor,u( )
with
a
A
rise
effort
in
higher
e,.
w,
w, increases
representsthe one-periodutilityfunction,c, de- the marginalutilityreturnsof effort,Aw,,which
notesconsumption,
e, is effortin periodt, andxt increasestheeffortlevel e'that maximizesv(e,,
denotesa variablethataffectsthepreferencefor x,). The situationis a bit morecomplicatedin
days.Forexample,a stu- our experiment,however,becausethe messenworkingon particular
dent who works a few shifts per week at gers can choose the numberof shifts and the
Veloblitzmayhavehigheropportunity
costsfor effort duringthe shift.Theoretically,the exison
he
because
attends
working Fridays
impor- tenceof shiftscanbe capturedby the existence
tant lectureson Fridays.The utility function of a minimaleffortlevel e thathasto be metby
obeysuc > 0, Ue < 0 andis strictlyconcavein the workeror by the existenceof fixedcostsof
c, ande,. The lifetimebudgetconstraintfor the workinga shift. Intuitively,if thereis a fixed
individualis given by
cost of workinga shift,an employeewill work
on a givenday only if the utilityof et, v(e, xt)
T
is higherthantheutilityof not goingto workat
(2)

(1 + r)-'
tpc,

:
t=0

T

=

+
+
E (wtet yt)(1 r)-t,

t=0

where denotesthe priceof the consumption
P,
the period,t wageperunitof et, andYt
good, ^,,t
nonlaborincome.For conveniencewe assume
thattheinterestrater is constantandthereis no
uncertaintyregardingthe time path of prices
and wages. The sign of the comparativestatic
predictionsis not affectedby thesesimplifying
assumptions.
InanAppendixavailableonline,8we showthat
decialongthe optimalpath,the within-period
sionsof a rationalindividual
a timemaximizing
concaveutilityfunctionlike(1), subject
separable
to constraint
(2), canbe equivalently
represented
8 The Appendix is available at www.e-aer.org/data/
mar07/20020849_data.zip.

9 Ourcharacterizationis inspiredby the resultsin Martin
Browning, Angus Deaton, and MargaretIrish (1985) who
show that the within-perioddecisions can be characterized
in terms of the maximizationof a static profit function.
10 A is constant along the optimal path of c, and e,. This
has the importantconsequence that an anticipated temporary wage variationdoes not affect the marginalutility of
lifetime wealth. Thus, anticipatedtemporaryvariationsin
wages (or prices) have no income effects. Yet, if there is a
nonanticipatedtemporaryincrease in the wage, A changes
immediately after the new informationabout the wage increase becomes available, and remains constant at this
changed level afterward.For our experiment, this means
that the income effect stemming from the temporarywage
increase has to occur immediately after the announcement
of the experimentin August 2000. Thereafter,the marginal
utility of lifetime wealth again remains constant so that
thereare no furtherchanges in A duringthe experiment.The
difference in behaviorbetween the treatmentgroup and the
control group duringthe two treatmentscan thus not be due
to changes in A. Note also that (3) not only describes the
optimal effort choice in period t, but also is based on the
optimalconsumptiondecision in period t. For any change in
effort, the consumptiondecision also changes in an optimal
manner(see Appendix).
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all. As a wage increase raises v(eax,
x,), workers
are more likely to work on a given day, i.e., the
numberof shifts worked will increase."
B. Neoclassical Model with Nonseparable
Utility
The prediction of the previous subsection is,
however, not robust to the introductionof nonseparable utility functions. To illustrate this,
consider a simple example where
(4)

v(et, e,- ) = Aew - g(e,(1 + ae,_ 1)).

This examplecapturesthe intuitionthat if a
workerworkedyesterday,he has highermarginalcost of efforttoday.We assume,for simplicity, that eo = 0, that there are only two
furthertimeperiods(periodI andperiod2), and
that the wage is constantacross time. If we
ignore discounting,the two-periodutility is
givenby U = v(e1,0) + v(e2,el). Therefore,if
thewageis highenoughto inducetheworkerto
go to workin bothperiods,the workerchooses
efforte*and e'according to
(5) Aw = g'(e,) + ae2g'(e2(1 + ael));
(6) Aw = g'(e2(1 + ae,))(1 + ael).

If workis suppliedin bothperiods,an increase
in el causesa higherdisutilityof laborin period
2, whichlowerse2. Of course,rationalworkers
takethis effect into accountwhen they decide
on e,, which meansthatthe overallmarginal
disutilityof e, is higherif e2 is positivecomif wages
paredto whenit is zero.In particular,
are low enoughso thatit is no longerworthwhile to work in period2 (e2 = 0), the firstorderconditionsaregivenby
(5')

Aw = g'(el);

(6')

Aw < g'(0)(1 + ae,).

A comparisonof conditions(5) and (6) with
conditions(5') and(6') showsthatit is possible
" More
formally, the wage increase raises the utility of
going to work for all x. Hence, the participationcondition
will be met for more states x.
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that the optimal effort el according to (5') is
higher than e'*and e' In the online Appendix,
we provide an explicit example that proves this
point. This possibility arises because the marginal disutility of working in each of the two
periods, which is indicated by the right-hand
side of (5) and (6), is higher than the marginal
disutility of working only in period 1, which is
given by g'(el). In the context of our experiment, this means that messengers who work
more shifts when the wage is high may rationally decide to reduce the effort per shift.
The simple model above does not predictthat
workers who work more shifts (days) will necessarily reduce their effort per shift. It allows
for only this possibility. If the wage increase is
large enough, it is also possible that workers
who behave according to this model raise their
effort per shift. There is, however, one prediction that follows unambiguously from a neoclassical approachregardlessof whether utility
is time separableor not. Browning,Deaton, and
Irish (1985) have shown that a general neoclassical model predicts that overall labor supply,
I et, increases in high-wage periodsin response
to a temporaryincrease in wages. Applied to
our context, this means that during the fourweek period where the wage is higher for the
treatmentgroup, the total revenue (or the total
number of deliveries) of the treatment group
should exceed the total revenue (or the total
numberof deliveries) of the control group.
C. Reference Dependent Utility
Another potential explanation for why effort per shift might decrease in response to a
temporary wage increase is that individuals
could have preferences that include a daily
income target Y7that serves as a reference
point. The crucial element in this approach is
that if a person falls short of his or her target,
he or she is assumed to experience an additional psychological cost, which is not present
if income varies above the reference point.
This explanation is suggested by the large
number of studies indicating reference dependent behavior (for a selection of papers on
this see Kahneman and Tversky 2000). Evidence from psychology (Heath, Larrick, and
Wu 1999) suggests that the marginal utility of
a dollar below the target is strictly higher than
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the marginal utility of a dollar above the
target.12A daily income target seems plausible for bike messengers in our sample because
their daily incomes are a salient feature of
their work environment. The messengers keep
receipts from each delivery made on a shift.
This makes them acutely aware of how much
money they earn from each completed delivery. The messengers also turn in the receipts
at the end of the shift, making it difficult for
them to keep track of how much money they
earned over several shifts. A daily income
target may also serve the messengers as a
commitment device for the provision of effort
during the shift. Zurich is rather hilly and
riding up the hills several times during a shift
requires quite some effort-in particularif the
weather is bad or toward the end of a shift. A
daily income target may thus help the messengers overcome a natural tendency to
"shirk" that arises from a high marginal disutility of effort.
As in Goette, Huffman, and Fehr (2004), we
capture the existence of reference dependent
behavior by the following one-period utility
function:
(7)

v(e,)

JA(w,e,- 5)- g(e,, x,) if wte, ax 5
[yA(w,e, - y-)- g(e,, x,) if wet < y'
where y > 1 measures the degree of loss aversion, i.e., the increase in the marginalutility of
income if the individual is below the income
target. Previous evidence (see Kahneman and
Tversky 2000) suggests that y - 2 for many
individuals. Loss aversion at this level creates
powerful incentives to exert more effort below
the income target. Once individuals attain the
See Goette and Huffman (2005) for survey evidence
on this point. They present bike messengers with direct
survey scenarios to elicit whether messengers care more
about making money in the afternoonif they had good luck
in the morningthan after a bad morning.In their scenarios,
good luck means that messengers had the opportunityto
make particularlyprofitabledeliveries in the morning. For
example, good luck means that a delivery just crosses an
additional district boundary; such deliveries command a
substantially higher price without much additional effort.
About 70 percent of the messengers respond in a fashion
consistent with daily income targeting.
12
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targetY,however,the marginalutility of income
drops discretely (from yA to A), causing a substantial reduction in the incentive to supply
effort.
The preferences described in (7) imply that
workersincreasethe numberof shifts when they
are temporarilypaid a higher wage: a rise in
wages increases the utility of working on a
given day. Thus, at higher wages it is more
likely that the utility of working v(e,) exceeds
the fixed costs of working. At the same time,
however, the increase in wages makes it more
likely that the income target is already met or
exceeded at relatively low levels of effort.
Therefore, compared to the control group, the
workers in the treatmentgroup are more likely
to face a situationwhere the marginalutility of
income is A instead of yA, i.e., they face lower
incentives to work duringthe shift.13As a consequence, membersof the treatmentgroup will
provide less effort than members of the control
group.
The previous discussion shows that reference
dependentpreferencesand a neoclassical model
with nonseparablepreferencesmay make similar predictions. In particular,both models are
consistent with a reduction in effort per shift
during the wage increase. The reductionin effort in the income target model, however,
should be relatedto the degree of loss aversion
y, as explained above. Evidence suggests that
there is substantialheterogeneity in the degree
of loss aversion between individuals, and that
individuals who are loss averse in one type of
decisions are also loss averse in other domains
of life (see Gaechter, Herrmann,and Johnson
2005). Thus, in principle, the two explanations
can be distinguishedif one obtains an individual
level measure of y.

13 If y is sufficiently high relative to the wage increase,
one may obtain the extreme result that the workerprovides
effort to obtain exactly jy before and after the increase. In
this case, the worker's effort obviously decreases in response to the wage increase because at higher wages is
obtainedat lower effort levels. In general,the largeris y,3the
sharper the kink in the objective function and the more
likely the worker's optimal effort choice e* will be at the
kink, i.e., the more likely yAh, > g'(e*) > Aw,holds. Note,
however, that even if the worker is not a "perfect"income
targeter,i.e., even if before or after the wage increase he
does not earn exactly y, negative effort responses may
occur.
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TABLE1-DESCRIPTIVE
STATISTICS
Participatingmessengers

Four-week period
prior to
experiment
Treatmentperiod 1

Mean revenues
Mean shifts
N
Mean revenues
Mean shifts

Treatmentperiod 2

N
Mean revenues
Mean shifts
N

Group A

Group B

3,500.67
(2,703.25)
12.14
(8.06)
21
4,131.33
(2,669.21)
14.00
(7.25)
22
2,734.03
(2,571.58)
8.73
(7.61)
22

3,269.94
(2,330.41)
10.95
(7.58)
19
3,005.75
(2,054.20)
9.85
(6.76)
20
3,675.57
(2,109.19)
12.55
(7.49)
20

Difference
groups
A and B

Nonparticipating
messengers,
Veloblitz

Messengers,
Flash

241.67
[563.19]
1.20
[1.75]

1461.70
(1,231.95)
5.19
(4.45)
21
844.21
(1,189.53)
3.14
(4.63)
21
851.23
(1,150.31)
3.29
(4.15)
24

1637.49
(1,838.61)
6.76
(6.11)
59
1,408.23
(1,664.39)
6.32
(6.21)
65
921.58
(1,076.47)
4.46
(4.74)
72

1,125.59
[519.72]
4.15
[1.53]
-941.53
[513.2]
-3.82
[1.65]

Notes: Standarddeviations in parentheses,standarderrorof differences in brackets.GroupA received the high commission
rate in experimentalperiod 1, group B in experimentalperiod 2.
Source: Own calculations.

III. Results
This section reportsthe results from our field
experiment. Our analysis is based on the four
weeks priorto the firstexperimentalperiod and
the two subsequent experimental periods in
which first group A and then group B received
a wage increase. The data contain the day of
each delivery, the messenger's identification
number,and the price for each delivery. Thus,
we have, in principle, two measures of labor
supply: the amount of revenue generated and
the number of deliveries completed. Since
longer deliveries command a higher price and
requiremore effort, the revenue is our preferred
measure of labor supply. Our estimates of the
treatmenteffect, however, are almost identical
for either choice of the labor supply measure.
A. The Impact of the Wage Increase on Total
Revenueper Messenger
The first importantquestion is whether there
is a treatmenteffect on total revenue per messenger duringthe first and second experimental
periods. Tables 1 and 2 present the relevant
data. The tables show the revenue data for
groups A and B, and the messengers at Flash
and Veloblitz who did not participate in the
experiment. Table 1 shows the "raw"revenue

per messenger- uncontrolled for individual
fixed effects. Table 2 controls for individual
fixed effects by showing how, on average, the
messengers' revenues deviate from their person-specific mean revenues. Thus, a positive
numberhere indicates a positive deviationfrom
the person-specific mean; a negative number
indicates a negative deviation.
Tables 1 and 2 show that group A and group
B generatevery similarrevenuesper messenger
duringthe four weeks priorto the experiment.If
we control for individual fixed effects, we find
that the revenues per messenger are almost
identical across groups and close to zero. For
example, the difference in revenues between
group A and group B is only CHF 71.03 if we
control for person-specific effects with a standard error of CHF 475.37 (see Table 2). This
difference is negligible comparedto the average
revenue of roughly CHF 3,400 that was generated by a messenger duringthe preexperimental
period. Thus, in the absence of an experimental
treatment,the messengersin groupA and group
B behave in the same way.
During the first experimentalperiod (henceforth, "treatmentperiod 1"), however, in which
group A received the higher wage, the total
revenue generated by group A is much larger
than the revenue of group B, indicating a large
treatmenteffect. On average duringthis period,
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TABLE2-REVENUESPERFOUR-WEEK
PERIOD
(Average deviationsfrom individualmeans)
Participating
messengers

Mean revenues

Four-week period
prior to
experiment
Treatmentperiod 1

Difference:
group A-group B
Mean revenues

Treatmentperiod 2

Difference:
group A-group B
Mean revenues
Difference:
group B-group A

Group
A

Group
B

Nonparticipating
messengers,
Veloblitz

Messengers,
Flash

-48.88
(366.61)
71.03
(475.37)
721.98
(192.90)
999.93
(308.40)
-675.32
(288.62)
1,067.19
(382.20)

-119.91
(302.61)

456.72
(179.92)

305.08
(131.42)

-277.95
(240.62)

-160.77
(173.89)

102.85
(105.76)

391.87
(250.55)

-258.95
(137.61)

-342.84
(129.50)

Notes: Standarderrorof the means in parentheses.Same numberof observationsas in Table 1. Group A received the high
commission rate in experimentalperiod 1, group B in experimentalperiod 2.
Source: Own calculations.

messengers in group A generatedroughly CHF
4,131 while messengers in group B generated
revenues of only CHF 3,006 (see Table 1). This
patternis reversed in the second treatmentperiod, when group B gets the higher wage; group
B generates revenues per messenger of CHF
3,676 while group A producesrevenues of only
CHF 2,734. If we control for individual fixed
effects (see Table 2), we can see that the standard errorsare relatively small, suggesting that
the differences across groups are significant. It
is also reassuringthat the point estimates of the
effects in the two treatmentperiods are almost
identical, pointing to a stable behavioral response to the wage increase.
We perform a statistical test of the effect of
the wage increase on revenues in regressions
(1)-(3) of Table 3. All regressions are of the
form
(8)

tit

=

ai +

Tit,+ d + eit,,

where rit measures the revenue generated by
messenger i duringa four-week period t, ai is a
fixed effect for messenger i, Ti, is a dummy
variablethat is equal to 1 if the messenger is on
the increased commission rate, d, is a time
dummyestimatedfor treatmentperiod 1 and for
treatmentperiod 2, and ej, is the errorterm.

Regression (1) is based only on the data of
groups A and B at Veloblitz. Due to the random
assignment of the participating messengers
across groups, and due to the fact that both
groups served once as a control and once as a
treatment group, this regression allows for a
clean isolation of the treatmenteffect. The regression indicates that the treatmenteffect is
highly significantand that the messengers on a
high wage generate roughly CHF 1,000 additional revenue compared to the experimental
control group.
The two otherregressionsshow thatthe measured impact of the experimentalwage increase
on the treatedgroupremains almost the same if
we include in the comparisongroup messengers
of Flash and nonparticipantsof Veloblitz. Regression (2) compares the treatment group at
Veloblitz with all othermessengers at Veloblitz
and finds again a large and significanttreatment
effect of roughly CHF 1,000. Regression (3)
uses observations from all messengers at
Veloblitz and the messengers at Flash. The inclusion of the messengers at Flash is suggested
by the strong correlationin revenues between
Flash and Veloblitz. Regression (3) also includes a dummyfor the whole nontreatedgroup
at Veloblitz, i.e., the messengers in the control
group and those who did not participatein the
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TABLE3-MAIN EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
(OLS regressions)
Dependent variable:
Revenues per four-week period
(1)

(2)

(3)

Dependent variable:
Shifts per four-week period
(4)

(5)

(6)

All
All
All
All
Messengers
Messengers
participatingin messengers at messengers at participatingin messengers at messengers at
Veloblitz
Flash and
Veloblitz
Flash and
experiment
experiment
Veloblitz
Veloblitz
4.08***
Treatmentdummy
3.44**
1,094.5***
3.99***
1,033.6***
1,035.8**
(1.610)
(297.8)
(444.7)
(1.030)
(0.942)
(326.9)
-0.772
-54.4
Dummy for nontreated
at Veloblitz
(407.4)
(1.520)
- 1.28
- 1.57
-0.74
-211
-370.6
-264.8
Treatmentperiod 1
(0.996)
(239.9)
(1.720)
(1.210)
(497.3)
(334.1)
-656.2
-650.5**
-2.56
-2.63**
-574.7
Treatmentperiod 2
-2.19**
(1.090)
(357.9)
(284.9)
(1.860)
(1.260)
(545.7)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Individualfixed effects
0.74
0.695
0.786
0.753
0.694
R squared
0.74
124
124
190
386
190
386
N
Observationsare
restrictedto

Note: Robust standarderrors,adjustedfor clustering on messengers, are in parentheses.
*** Indicates significance at the 1-percentlevel.
** Indicates significance at the 5-percent level.
* Indicates significance at the 10-percentlevel.
Source: Own calculations.

experiment. Therefore, this dummy measures
whether the nontreatedgroup at Veloblitz behaved differently relative to the messengers at
Flash, and the treatment dummy measures
whether the treatedgroup at Veloblitz behaved
differently relative to the messengers at Flash.
In this regression, the coefficient of the treatment dummy indicates a treatment effect of
roughly CHF 1,000. In addition,the dummy for
the whole nontreatedgroupat Veloblitz is small
and insignificant, indicatingthat the nontreated
groupwas not affected by the wage increasefor
the treated group. This result suggests that the
wage increase for the treated group did not
constrain the opportunitiesfor working for the
nontreatedgroup at Veloblitz. The result is also
consistent with the permanentexistence of unfilled shifts and with surveyevidence. The overwhelming majority of the messengers stated
that they could work the numberof shifts they
wanted to work.14
14 It is also
noteworthythat we find a negative effect of
time on revenues per messengerin all threeregressions.The
time effect is never significantfor the first treatmentperiod,
but it is higher for the second treatmentperiod and reaches
significance at the 5-percent level in some of the regres-

In summary,the resultsabove indicate a large
and highly significant effect of a temporary
wage increase on the total effort of the treated
group.In contrastto many previous studies, our
results imply a large intertemporalelasticity of
substitution. We have seen that the treatment
effect is roughly CHF 1,000. The average revenue across group A and groupB is CHF 3,568
in treatmentperiod 1; in treatmentperiod 2 it is
3,205. Thus, the intertemporalelasticity of substitution is between (1,000/3,568)/0.25 = 1.12
and (1,000/3,205)/0.25 = 1.25, which is substantially larger compared to what previous
studies have found (see, e.g., Oettinger1999).15

sions. These time effects suggest that a comparison of the
revenues of the same group over time is problematic because revenue is likely to be "polluted"by monthly variations in demand. It is thus not possible to identify the
treatment effect by comparing how a group behaved in
treatmentperiod 1 relative to treatmentperiod 2.
15 It is even possible that our measure of the elasticity of
labor supply with regard to a temporary wage increase
underestimatesthe true elasticity because we use revenues
per messengeras a proxy for labor supply per messenger. If
wages w affect effort e and effort affects revenue r, the
elasticity of e with respect to w, which we denote by Eew,is
given by erJere, where rw,is the elasticity of r with respect
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TABLE4-SHIFTS PER FOUR-WEEKPERIOD

(Average deviationsfrom individualmeans)

Group A

Group B

Nonparticipating
messengers,
Veloblitz

0.22
(1.29)
0.57
(1.62)
2.53
(0.65)
3.71
(1.02)
-2.74
(0.98)
4.26
(1.24)

-0.35
(0.98)

1.57
(0.75)

0.98
(0.53)

-1.18
(0.79)

-0.48
(0.75)

0.52
(0.42)

1.52
(0.77)

-0.96
(0.57)

-1.27
(0.45)

Participatingmessengers

Four-week period
prior to
experiment

Mean shifts

Treatmentperiod 1

Difference:
group A-group B
Mean shifts

Treatmentperiod 2

Difference:
group A-group B
Mean shifts
Difference:
group B-group A

Messengers,
Flash

Notes: Standarderrorof the means in parentheses.Same numberof observationsas in Table 1. Group A received the high
commission rate in experimentalperiod 1, group B in experimentalperiod 2.
Source: Own calculations.

Another common way to calculate this elasticity is to estimate equation (8) in logarithms.
Some participants of the experiment, however, did not work at all during the control
period and therefore have zero revenues in
this four-week period. Hence, taking the logarithm means that these observations have to
be removed from the sample. Strictly speaking,
then, we would no longer have an experimental
comparison.
B. The Impact of the Wage Increase on Shifts
Worked
After we documentedthe strongimpactof the
wage increase on total labor supply, the natural
question is whether both the number of shifts
and the effort per shift increased.In this section,
we examine the impact of the wage increase on
the numberof shifts worked, while in the next
section we take a closer look at effort per shift.

is the elasticity of
to w (which is observable to us) and
,re
r with respectto e (which is not observable
to us). Thus, our
measure e, implicitly assumes that the elasticity ere is
equal to one. If re is less than one, our measure even
underestimatesthe true labor supply elasticity.m e is less
than one if the production function r = f(e) is strictly
concave andf(0) = 0 holds.

Tables 1 and 4 provide a first indication of
how the wage increase affected shifts. Table
1 shows the absolute number of shifts per
worker in group A and group B during the
four-week period prior to the experiment and
the two treatment periods. Table 4 controls
for person-specific effects by showing the average deviation of the number of shifts from
the person specific means.
Table 1 shows that in the preexperimental
period group A worked roughly 12 shifts and
groupB workedroughly 11 shifts. The standard
errorsare considerabledue to large differences
betweenthe workers.If we controlfor messengerspecificeffects (Table4), we find thatthe average
deviation from person-specific means is very
small in both groups and close to zero during
the preexperimentalperiod. The deviation from
person-specificmeans is 0.22 in group A (with
a standarderrorof 1.29), and -0.35 in groupB
(with a standarderrorof 0.98). Thus, there are
almost no differences in shifts across groups
before the experiment.
During the first treatmentperiod, however,
the messengers in group A, who are paid the
high wage, workedalmost four shifts more than
the messengers in group B (Table 1). Likewise,
in the second treatmentperiod the messengers
in group B, who now receive the high wage,
work four more shifts than the messengers in
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group B. Moreover, if we control for messenger-specific effects (see Table 4), the standard
errors become very small, suggesting that the
differences across groups are significant.
A statistical test is presented in regressions
(4) through (6) in Table 3. The independent
variablein these regressionsis si,, the numberof
shifts that messenger i worked during the fourweek period t. The right-hand side of these
regressions is the same as in equation (8), i.e.,
we included a treatment dummy, individual
fixed effects, and time dummies for treatment
periods 1 and 2. Regression (4) estimates the
impact of the treatmentby using only datafrom
group A and group B. It shows a large and
highly significant treatmenteffect; the treated
group works on average four shifts more than
the controlgroup.Regression(5) uses datafrom
all messengers at Veloblitz. The treatment
dummy thus compares the treated with the
whole group of untreated messengers at
Veloblitz. This regression basically replicates
the results of regression (4). In regression (6),
we use data from all messengers at Veloblitz
and at Flash. In addition,we include a dummy
variable that takes on a value of one if a messenger belongs to the whole nontreatedgroup at
Veloblitz (which comprises the experimental
control group and the messengers who did not
participatein the experiment).As in regression
(3), this dummy measures whether the experiment had an effect on the whole nontreated
groupat Veloblitz by comparingthis groupwith
Flash messengers. The point estimate on this
dummy is small and insignificant, suggesting
that the experiment had no effect on the nontreated group at Veloblitz. The treatment
dummy in regression (6) compares the treated
group with the Flash messengers and again indicates a significant treatmenteffect of similar
size as in the previous regressions.
In summary, regressions (4)-(6) in Table
3 indicate a clear positive treatmenteffect of the
wage increase on shifts. On average, workers
supplied about four shifts more if they receive a
high commission rate. Since the average number of shifts worked during the two treatment
periods is 11.925 and 10.64, respectively, the
wage elasticity of shifts is between (4/11.925)/
0.25 = 1.34 and (4/10.64)/0.25 = 1.50. Thus,
the shift choices areeven more responsiveto the
wage increasethantotalrevenueper messenger.
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By definition, the wage elasticity of total revenue is equal to the elasticity of shifts plus the
elasticity of the revenue per shift. Therefore,the
higher wage elasticity of shifts comparedto the
elasticity of total revenues is a first indication
that the elasticity of effort per shift is negative.
C. The Impact of the Wage Increase on Effort
per Shift
When examining the revenue per shift, it is
useful to restrict attention to behavior during
fixed shifts. Recall that the management at
Veloblitz did not allow workersto change their
fixed shifts after the announcementof the experimentor duringthe experiment.The increase
in the supply of shifts is fully borne by the
sign-up shifts. Therefore,our experimentcould
not induce any kind of selection effect with
regardto the fixed shifts andthe revenuechange
during the fixed shifts identifies the impact of
the treatmenton effort per shift.16
In Figure lA, we show the log of revenueper
shift in group A and group B during the four
weeks prior to the experiment and in the two
treatmentperiods. We controlfor person effects
in Figure 1B by showing the deviation from
person-specificmeans. If we control for personspecific effects, we find that both groups generated almost identical revenues per shift during
the four weeks prior to the experiment.During
the first treatment period, however, group B,
which receives the lower wage, generates
roughly 5 percent more revenue per shift than
group A. Likewise, in the second treatmentperiod, group A, which now receives the lower
wage, exhibits roughly a 6-percent-higherrevenue per shift than groupB. Thus, Figure 1 suggests that the wage increase caused a reduction
in revenue per shift.
The impressionconveyedby Figure1 is further
supportedby the two regressions presented in
Table 5, which are based on observationsfrom
group A and group B during fixed shifts. The
dependentvariableis log revenueof messengeri
at day t. We include a treatmentdummy in both
regressionsthat takes on a value of one if mes-

16 We should, however, mention that the results remain
the same when we examine revenueper shift over all (fixed
and sign-up) shifts.
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TABLE5-THE IMPACT
OFTHEEXPERIMENT
PERDAY
ONLOGREVENUES
(Dependent variable: log (revenues per shift)
duringfixed shifts, OLS regressions)

5.8
GroupB
GroupA

(1)

5.75

revenues)5.7

-0.0642**

-0.0601**

Gender (female = 1)

(0.030)

(0.030)

-0.0545
(0.052)
0.105***
(0.016)

0.015
(0.062)

Yes
No
0.149
1,137

Yes
Yes
0.258
1,137

Log(tenure)
log(daily
5.65

Day fixed effects
Individualfixed effects
R-Squared
N

5.6
Period before Treatment
period 1
experiment

Treatment
period 2

A. Log of daily revenues
0.1

mean 0.05
person
revenues)
0
revenues)
log(daily
of -0.05
log(daily
-0.1
Period before
experiment

Treatment
period 1

Treatment
period 2

B. Deviation of log(daily revenues)
from individual means
1. LOGOFDAILYREVENUES
ONFIXEDSHIFTS
FIGURE
Note: Errorbars are standarderrorsof means.

sengeri at day t is in the treatmentgroup,and we
furthercontrolfor daily fixed effects and i's tenure. Daily fixed effects are importantbecause of
demandvariationsacrossdays;tenureis important
because experienced messengers usually have
higher productivity.We do not controlfor individual fixed effects in regression(1), but for a
messenger's gender. This regression shows that
the wage increase leads to a reductionin revenue per shift of roughly 6 percent. We control
for individual fixed effects in regression (2).

(2)

Treatmentdummy

Note: Robust standarderrors, adjusted for clustering on
messengers, are in parentheses.
*** Indicates significance at the 1-percentlevel.
** Indicates significance at the 5-percent level.
* Indicates significance at the 10-percentlevel.
Source: Own calculations.

The treatmenteffect in this regression is virtually unchanged and indicates a reduction in
revenues of roughly 6 percent.
Thus, the temporary wage increase indeed
reduced revenue per shift. The implied wage
elasticity of revenue per shift is -0.06/0.25 =
-0.24, which is consistent with our neoclassical model with preferencespillovers across periods and the targetincome model based on loss
aversion. It is also worthwhile to point out that
this estimate neatly fills the gap between the
elasticity of total revenue and the elasticity of
shifts. The intermediate value (between the
lower and the upper bound) of the elasticity of
total revenue is 1.18. The intermediatevalue for
the elasticity of shifts is 1.42. Thus, according
to this difference, the elasticity of effort per
shift should be -0.24. Our estimates in Table
5 precisely match this value.
D. Does Loss Aversion Explain the Negative
Impact on Effortper Shift?
In this section, we provide additional evidence that helps us understand the forces behind the negative impact of the wage increase
on effort per shift. Our strategy is to measure
individual-level loss aversion and to examine
whether these measures have predictive value
with regard to individuals' response of effort
per shift. In other words, we ask the question
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whether the loss-averse messengers drive the
negative effect of the wage increase on effort
per shift or whether the messengers who are
not loss averse drive this effect. If mainly the
loss-averse messengers show a negative effort
response, the loss-aversion model is supported. If the negative effect on effort is not
related to individuals' loss aversion, the neoclassical model provides the more plausible
explanation.
Loss aversion and reference dependent
behavior have implications in a variety of domains. Loss-averse choices have been documented, in particular,in the realm of decision
making under uncertainty (Kahneman and
Tversky 1979). Therefore, we measured the
messengers' loss aversionby observing choices
under uncertainty in an experiment that took
place eight months afterthe experimentalwage
increase. As partof this study, we presentedthe
messengers with the opportunityto participate
in the following two lotteries:
LotteryA: Win CHF 8 with probabilitya/2,lose
CHF 5 withprobability1/2. If subjects
rejectlotteryA they receive CHF 0.
LotteryB: This lottery consists of six independent repetitionsof lottery A. If subjects reject lottery B they receive
CHF 0.
Subjects could participatein both lotteries, or
only in one lottery, or they could reject both
lotteries.
These lotteries enable us to constructindividual measures of loss aversion. In particular,the
observed behavior in these lotteries enables us
to classify subjects with regard to their degree
of loss aversion y. If subjects' preferences are
given by (7), subjectswho reject lottery A have
a higher level of y than subjects who accept
lottery A, and subjectswho reject lottery A and
B have a higher level of y than subjects who
reject only lottery A. In addition, if subjects'
loss aversion is consistentacross the two lotteries, then any individual who rejects lottery B
should also reject lottery A because a rejection
of lottery B implies a higher level of loss aversion than a rejection of only lottery A. We
derive these implications of (7) explicitly in
Appendix A.
Among the 42 messengers who belong to
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either group A or group B, 19 messengers rejected both lotteries, 8 messengers rejectedonly
lottery A, 1 messenger rejected only lottery B,
and 14 messengers accepted both lotteries.
Thus, with the exception of the one messenger
who rejects only lottery B, all messengers who
rejectedlottery B also rejectedlottery A. These
results can be neatly capturedby a simple lossaverse utility function that obeys equation(7).17
In principle, one might think that the rejection of A and/or B is also compatible with risk
aversionarisingfrom diminishingmarginalutility of lifetime income. Matthew Rabin's calibration theorem (Rabin 2000) rules out this
interpretation,however. Rabin showed that a
theory of risk-aversebehaviorbased on the assumptionof diminishingmarginalutility of lifetime income implies that people essentially
must be risk neutralfor low-stake gambles like
our lotteries. Intuitively, this follows from the
fact that risk-averse behavior for low-stake
gambles implies ridiculouslyhigh levels of risk
aversion for slightly higher, but still moderate,
stake levels. Yet, such unreasonablyhigh levels
of risk aversion can be safely ruled out. For
example, we show in Appendix B that if one
assumes that the rejectionof lottery A is driven
by diminishing marginal utility of lifetime income, then the subject will also reject a lottery
where one can lose $32 with probability1/2and
win any positive prize with probability 1/2.
Thus, there is no finite prize that induces this
subject to accept a 50-percentchance of losing
$32. Similarresults are impliedby a rejectionof
lottery B.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the behavior of
messengers with and without loss-averse preferences. The figure controls for person-specific
effects by comparingindividuallog revenues to
the mean of the individual's log revenues. We
show that the messengers who did not display
loss-averse preferences do not change their effort per shift across the treatmentand the control period. The messengers who displayed loss
aversion in the lottery choices, however, exhibit
a lower effort per shift in the treatmentperiod
"7These results are qualitativelysimilarto the resultsobtained in a many other studies (e.g., Daniel Read, George
Loewenstein,and MatthewRabin 1999; Robin Cubbit,Chris
Starmer,and RobertSugden 1998; Robin Hogarthand Hillel
Einhorn1992; Gideon Kerenand Willem Wagenaar1987).
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Deviation of log(daily revenues) from
individual means of log(daily revenues)
0.1
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TABLE6-DOEs Loss AVERSIONEXPLAIN
THETREATMENT
EFFECT?

(Dependent variable: log (revenuesper shift)
duringfixed shifts, OLS regressions)
(1)

mean
0.05

Treatmenteffect x not
loss averse
Treatmenteffect X rejects
lottery A

person
- revenues)
0

-0.0273
(0.033)
-0.105"**

(2)
-0.027
(0.032)

(0.046)
Treatmenteffect x rejects
one lottery

log(daily
revenues)
of -0.05
::Notloss averse
log(daily

'Loss averse

-0.1

Controlperiod

Treatmentperiod

ANDNOT2. THEBEHAVIOR
OFLoss-AVERSE
FIGURE
Loss-AVERSE SUBJECTSDURINGCONTROLAND TREATMENT
PERIODIN FIXEDSHIFTS

Note: Errorbars are standarderrorsof means.

compared to the control period. This pattern
suggests that the negative effect of wages on
effort per shift may be driven solely by the
loss-averse messengers.
To examine this possibility in more depth,we
ran the regressions in Table 6. In these regressions, log daily revenue of messenger i at day t
is again the dependent variable and we control
for messenger fixed effects in all regressions,as
loss-averse messengers may differ in more than
one dimension from other messengers. In the
first regression, we split the treatment group
accordingto behavior in lottery A. If a messenger rejects lottery A, the messengeris more loss
averse than if lottery A is accepted. In regression (1), we estimate the treatmenteffect separately for loss-averse messengers (who rejected
lottery A) and messengers who did not display
loss aversion (who accepted lottery A). The
results show that loss-averse messengers generated roughly 10-percentlower revenue per shift
when they received the high wage. In contrast,
the treatmenteffect is much lower and insignificant for the messengers without loss aversion.
Regression (2) of Table 6 provides a robustness check for this result because we use a finer
scale of messengers' loss aversion which yields
treatmenteffects for three separategroups:messengers accepting both lotteries (labeled "not
loss averse"), messengers rejecting one of the
two lotteries, and messengers rejectingboth lot-

Treatmenteffect X rejects
both lotteries
Log(tenure)
Day fixed effects
Individualfixed effects
R-Squared
N

-0.0853*

0.00152
(0.061)

(0.062)
-0.12**
(0.053)
0.0074
(0.060)

Yes
Yes
0.243
1137

Yes
Yes
0.26
1137

Note: Robust standard errors, adjusted for clustering on
messengers, are in parentheses.
*** Indicates significance at the 1-percentlevel.
** Indicates significance at the 5-percent level.
* Indicates significance at the 10-percentlevel.
Source: Own calculations.

teries. The theory predicts that the strongest
treatmenteffect should occur for the groupthat
rejects both lotteries,followed by the groupthat
rejects only one lottery.We do find evidence of
this, although the differences between those
who reject both and those who reject only one
lottery are small. Regression (2) also shows that
the wage increase triggers no significantly
negative impact on messengers who exhibit
no loss aversion in the lotteries, while the
other two groups exhibit clear reductions in
revenues during the wage increase. These results suggest that the negative impact of the
wage increase on revenue per shift is associated with the messengers' degree of loss aversion, lending support to the target income
model discussed in Section IIC.
V. Summary
This paperreportsthe results of a randomized
field experiment examining how workers, who
can freely choose their working time, and their
effort during working time, respond to a fully
anticipatedtemporarywage increase. We find a
strong positive impact of the wage increase on
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total labor supply during the two four-week
periodsin which the experimenttook place. The
associated intertemporalelasticity of substitution is between 1.12 and 1.25. The large increase in total labor supplyis exclusively driven
by the increase in the numberof shifts worked.
On average, messengers increase their working
time during the four weeks in which they receive a higher wage by four shifts (20 hours),
which implies a wage elasticity of shifts between 1.34 and 1.50. This is a considerably
larger elasticity than what has previously been
found on the basis of daily labor supply data
(Camerer et al. 1997; Chou 2002; Oettinger
1999). We also find that the wage increase
causes a decrease in revenue(effort) per shift by
roughly 6 percent. The increase in the number
of shifts, however, dominates the negative impact on effort per shift by a large margin such
thatoveralllabor supplystronglyincreases.
The standardneoclassicalmodel with separable
intertemporal
utilityis not consistentwith the evidence because this model predictsthat both the
numberof shiftsandthe effortpershiftincreasein
response to the wage increase.We show, however, that a neoclassicalmodel with preference
spilloversacrossperiodsas well as a targetincome
model with loss-aversepreferencesare consistent
with the observeddecreasein effort per shift. In
orderto discriminatebetween these two models,
we measuredthe messengers'loss aversionat the
individuallevel in the domain of choices under
uncertainty.We use these measuresto examine
whetherthe negativeimpactof the wage increase
on effort per shift is mediatedby the degree to
which messengers'are loss averse. We find that
the degreeof loss aversionis indeedrelatedto the
responseof effortpershift.Higherdegreesof loss
aversionare associatedwith a strongernegative
impactof the wage increaseon effortpershift,and
workers who do not display loss aversion in
choices under uncertaintyalso do not show a
significanteffort reduction.Thus, it seems that
loss aversiondrives the negative effect of wages
on effort.
We believe that these results contributeto a
deeper understandingof the behavioralfoundations of laborsupply.Ourresultsdo not ruleout a
role for "neoclassical"preferencesin laborsupply
decisions.One-thirdof the workersin our sample
did not exhibit loss aversion,and the large intertemporalsubstitutioneffects on overalllaborsup-
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ply andthe supplyof shiftsdocumentthe powerof
behavioralforces that have always been emphasized in the standardlife-cycle model. Ourresults
also contrastsharplywith the small and insignificant substitutioneffects that have been found in
many previous studies. Therefore,the small effects in these studies may reflect the constraints
workers face in their labor supply decisions
and-in view of our results-may be less likely
due to workers'unwillingnessto substitutelabor
hours over time. Our results on the behavioral
sources of the negative wage elasticity of effort
per shift also suggest, however,thatdisregarding
reference dependentpreferencesin effort decisions is not wise.
APPENDIX
A
In this appendix, we derive the conditions under which a loss-averse individual,
whose preferences obey (7) in the text, will
reject lotteries A and B. For the purpose of
lottery choices, the disutility of effort does
not matter so that we can simplify preferences
to
v(x - r)

=

( A(x- r) ifx r
yA(x- r) ifx<r'-

where x is the lottery outcome and r is the
reference point. We take the reference point to
be the status quo. The individual will reject
gamble A if

5 v(o),
0.5v(-5)+ 0.5v(8)
which simplifies to

0.5(-5yA)+ 0.5(8)Xo0.
This condition is satisfied if
8
Yax>.
The individual will reject gamble B if

1
6
15
20
64 v(-30) + 64 v(- 17) + 64 v(-4) + 64 v(9)
+

1
15
6
+
v(35)
+
v(48) - v(0).
v(22) 6464
664
4
6464
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Pluggingin our functionalformand simplifying, we find thatthe individualwill rejectthe
gambleif

Using the same logic,
u(m + 24) : u(m) + 12MU(m)

793
192

+ 12MU(m + 12)

As claimed in the text, the degree of loss
aversion required to reject gamble B is greater
than the degree of loss aversion needed to
reject A.

<u(m)

+ 12MU(m)[1 +

u(m + 36) 5 u(m)

APPENDIX
B

+ 12MU(m)
1 +-+

In this appendix, we prove the following: If
an individualhas a concave utility function u( )
and rejects a coin flip, where she can either win
CHF 8 or lose CHF 5, for all wealth levels (m,
oc), then she will reject any coin flip in which
she could lose CHF 32 no matterhow large the
positive prize that is associated with the coin
flip.

and so on. Thus, we can developa geometricseriesstartingfromm. Takingthe
limit, we obtain
u(oo)

5

8
u(m) + 12MU = u(m) + 32MU(m).

(iii) Concavity implies u(m - 32) 5 u(m) 32MU(m).

PROOF:
We proceed in four steps:
(i) We adopt the convention that, if indifferent, the individual rejects the coin flip.
Rejecting the coin flip implies
0.5u(m + 8) + 0.5u(m - 5)

MARCH2007

a

(iv) Using the results from steps (ii) and (iii),
we get an upper bound on the value of a
coin flip where the individualwould either
lose CHF 32 or win an infinite amount:

u(m)

0 u(m + 8) - u(m) <-u(m) - u(m - 5).
It follows from concavity that 8[u(m +
8) - u(m + 7)] a u(m + 8) - u(m) and
u(m) - u(m - 5) a 5[u(m - 4) - u(m 5)]. Define MU(x) = u(x) - u(x - 1) as
the marginalutility of the xth dollar. Putting the last three inequalitiestogether,we
obtain
MU(m + 8): - 8 8MU(m - 5)

and,becauseof the premise,it is truethat
5
MU(x+ 12) a 8 MU(x)forallx > m - 4.
(ii) We now derive an upper bound on u(oo).
The concavity of u( ) implies
u(m + 12) 5 u(m) + 12MU(m).

0.5u(m - 32) + 0.5u(oo) - u(m).
This implies that the individual would
reject the gamble.
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